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Dear Parents 
 
As I write this I am returning to Cumbria from a family gathering over the weekend in my native 
Coventry. Those occasions, as in any family, are not that common with cousins, brothers, sisters, 
aunts and uncles dispersed across the country, they are though very enjoyable and always 
memorable. In the last few weeks, we have had as a school, our own rare gatherings to celebrate 
our community and the breadth of friendships that it nutures. Both Year 11 and Year 13 have had 
their leavers assemblies and I often wonder if the students truly undertsand the magnitude of those 
days. They mark points of achievement but also of farewells, they are occasions that they will 
never experience again. 
 
My own familiy’s gathering, while celebrating a particular occasion, was actually dominated by 
everyone catching up, sharing old and more recent tales. In many ways not unlike our school 
leavers’ assemblies and last days. It is about memories and sharing the good, the bad and the 
funny experiences across time, but also to look forward, to hear of each other’s plans and 
aspirations for the future. I hope that Year 11 and Year 13 similarly remember fondly their time at 
William Howard, that they keep in touch with as many of their friends as possible while never 
forgetting the overwhelming range of positive experiences and people that will have had a lasting 
impact on them.  
 
In Year 11’s case they still have one gathering to come as they have their prom this week to look 
forward to. The majority of the year group will be attending what will be a change from the recent 
past, as their leavers committee chose to change the structure of their last day and venue for the 
Year 11 party, in order to have a much more formal occasion at Garden at Eden, Golf Club. I have 
little doubt that it will be a very worthwhile occasion and the weather promises to be exceptional.  
 
It all makes me reflect how those events are perceived by some. There is no doubt that a small 
minority of people think that the Summer term is less important as some students leave and exams 
end, which somehow means all the students are less engaged; indeed the school itself in someway 
winds down. Going back to that family gathering it was evident everyone had plans afoot in the 
next four weeks or so, whether that was garden enhancements, new jobs, holidays, decorating to 
name but a few. The coming weeks were certainly not idle ones and likewise it is the same for the 
school.  
 
Staff engage in developmental training and planning during the time they would have taught Year 
11 and Year 13. The rest of the timetable remains in place and it continues to be about teaching 
purposeful material and content up to the very last day of term, as every day is vital for our students. 
The follow-up to exams for Year 9 and Year 10 identifies students’ areas of strength, but as 
importantly those for development, it is essential in helping them take the next steps towards 
mastering subjects to the highest level they can. Year 12 have returned to continue their A level 
courses after their AS exams and Year 11 return to school for their Sixth Form taster sessions. 
Across the school, while it is at times hot, students are learning and making the progress that they 
should be. It is fair to say that the holidays are far from started and it remains a school full of 
activity. That said, much enrichment of the core academic curriculum is taking place and I hope 
what follows gives you a taste of the huge variety of experiences that our students are fortunate to 
have the opportunity to benefit from; as well as giving you some information pertinent to the start 
of their next academic year: 



Residential Experiences 
One aspect of our school that allows our students to have both a rounded and fuller education 
beyond the taught curriculum is the prevalence of residential trips they have access to. We are 
always mindful of making sure that every year group has the option of a wide variety of experiences 
as they progress through the school. I am also extremely grateful to the staff who give up their time 
to go on these excursions; receiving no reward other than seeing students flourish in different 
settings. A taste of what has taken place or is scheduled in the next few months gives a fantastic 
glimpse into this rich variety of opportunities: 
 
Year 7 French Trip – 90 students went on the annual French Trip to Paris last week, practising 
their language skills as well as experiencing the culture and sights. 
Germany – Students from across Years 8, 9 and 10 spent half term in Germany developing their 
language skills as well as understanding the local customs more. 
Geography Residential – Year 12 this week are on their residential fieldwork trip, fulfilling the 
requirements of their course to activley engage in developing their investigative skills. 
Taiwan – We are hosting our biennial visit from a large number of Taiwanese staff and students 
at the start of July. This is something we do in partnership with Cockermouth and Nelson 
Thomlinson and our own students have the opportunity to return to Taiwan next year. This is open 
to any Year 8 or Year 9 student and if students are interested they need to contact Mrs 
Mothersdale. 
Taipei International Conference – Some of our Sixth Form students will be visiting Taipei in 
October to take part in an international educational conference, a fantastic opportunity to engage 
with students from around the world. 
Italy – After Iceland last year, the Geographers are off to Italy and the area around Naples and 
Vesuvius to explore tectonics and the geological traits of the area. It will be an excellent opportunity 
to conduct fieldwork in a unique environment. 
London Performing Arts – Our Performing Arts students will be travelling to London to attend 
workshops as well as taking in some shows to see why the West End is the pinnacle of the creative 
industry.  
Tanzania – As is the way with the two year cycle of our Tanzanian exchange, it is our turn to visit 
our partner school in Uru and the party of students and staff will spend 4 weeks in Tanzania. The 
students have worked incredibly hard raising the necessary funds for the trip and we wish them 
the very best, both for the work they will engage in while there, but also that they maximise the 
opportunities available to them during the visit. 
Lords – Our table cricket team had a residential in London so they could take part in the National 
finals, having won their regional Northern finals. The students came 6th out of the 12 teams and 
had a fantastic time. A fuller report will appear on the school website in due course. 
Auschwitz – Some Sixth Form students will be visiting Auschwitz to learn more about the 
holocaust and what can be learnt and remembered, so that such atrocities are not allowed to 
happen again. 
Duke of Edinburgh – Several expeditions have already taken place and further Silver and Gold 
expeditions are due this half term. The scheme is highly successful at the school with ever 
increasing numbers taking part. 
 
That is without looking beyond the next half term to trips such as New York, Holland and Berlin, 
the list does go on and on. It is important that all students can access such things and I would 
remind all parents that financial assistance is always availble to those who need help, further 
information on which is on the school website. 
 
Primary School Work 
As well as supporting our own students we do much work as a school in partnership with our local 
feeder schools. This ranges from taster days for Year 5 to a multitude of events. This half term will 
see the primary schools visiting William Howard to take part in a variety of acitivites including: 
 
 
 
 



Maths Master Classes 
Aimed at the brightest and those who need challenging in their Maths. The classes are put on for 
local primary students to be stretched and enthused by our staff. It is work that we are also doing 
for the first time this year with Yewdale as part of the Cumbria Education Trust. 
 
Primary Sports 
One of the main areas of our work with the Primary schools is led by Mrs Holliday in a sporting 
arena. This half term we have hosted a range of primary competitions such as athletics as well as 
the forthcoming Transition Sports Day, organised by Mr Ashton at Warwick Bridge. These events 
afford great opportunities to our students as well, with many acting as Sports Leaders helping with 
officiating and the smooth running of the sessions. 
 
Primary Transition Day 
The annual transition day takes place on the first Monday in July. It will be exciting to see the full 
future Year 7 group in school. They will take part in a variety of lessons, meet their new Year 7 
tutor groups, as well as the Year 8s who will also be in their forms. It is a day to start thinking about 
how they will meet our expectations next year and ensuring that they are growing ever more 
confident that their start at the school will be a successful one. 
 
Primary Music Week 
Mr Verry and Mr Wood, along with the wider team are very much looking forward to hosting the 
music week. This gives primary students the opportunity to focus solely on music for a week, 
stretching and challenging themselves. They work together with our own students to perform a 
concert at the end of the week, which I am sure will be something they can certainly be proud of. 
 
Information for September 2018 
Schools are odd places in that we plan for next year, long before we have finished this one. As 
always there will be some changes taking place that it is worthwhile communicating now to you all. 
 
Directors of Learning/Pastoral Teams 
There are some changes to the Directors of Learning for next year, as Year 7 move from Mr 
Anderson to Miss Carruthers. We aim for the Directors of Learning in the year groups above Year 
7 to follow their year groups through to Year 11, very much like the Student Managers do: 
Year 7 -  Director of Learning: Mr Anderson  Student Manager: Mrs Wood 
Year 8 -  Director of Learning: Miss Carruthers  Student Manager: Mrs McGahan 
Year 9 -  Director of Learning: Miss Lee   Student Manager: Mrs Jones 
Year 10 -  Director of Learning: Ms Ledger  Student Manager: Mrs Mingotti 
Year 11 -  Director of Learning: Mr Mothersdale  Student Manager: Miss Elliot 
 
Timetable  
The timetable in Years 7 to 11 will continue to be split into two equal halves of the year group, X 
and Y. Both sides of a year group are equal in ability and therefore, sets across the halves of the 
year are parallel etc.; in Maths 10X1 are the same ability profile that 10Y1 are. The sets in the 
main, are independent of each other with students in different sets for say English and Maths. The 
exact details of setting in each year group will be available in the new academic year on the school 
website. We make some movements between the halves of the year in the Summer to maintain 
ability balance and on rare occasions for pastoral reasons. 
 
Transport Application Deadlines  
The deadline for applying to the school for bus routes that we run from the Carlisle area has now 
passed. It is imperative that if you haven’t already applied, you contact the school with urgency, as 
we are in the process of procuring the buses and we will be doing so on the known levels of 
demand. I would remind parents that any transport balance must be paid in full, for those not paying 
by direct debit, before Wednesday, 1 August 2018. If any outstanding balances remain, we will not 
be able to offer a student a place on the bus route next year, as we simply do not have the funds 
to cover non-payment. 
 



If you are moving into Year 12 or Year 13 and need a seat on a “T” route (organised by the County 
Council) then you must apply for a “Spare Seat”.  All school transport applications for the County 
Council need to be received by Saturday, 30th June in order to request a place on a route next 
year for any student starting at the school in September. 
 
Bus passes for Carlisle routes will be issued during the Summer holidays. Bus passes for County 
Council “T” routes will be issued at the end of the Summer holidays. 
 
Uniform  
All year groups should be fully in the new uniform for September. As we outlined last year the old-
style jumpers will no longer be able to be worn by the students when we return for the new 
academic year. The new uniform is worn well by the students and I thank parents for their support 
in its implementation. There are only two areas of debate with some students that we now ever 
encounter, which is socks and trousers with a minority of girls. The uniform policy is very clear that 
trousers should not be tight to the leg and that socks should cover ankles. These are not overly 
strict guidelines and I would point out that preference for a style does not mean a girl cannot find 
a pair of trousers that fit, more likely that they would prefer to wear something different – two very 
different things. We have been asked if we would supply trousers, but these would be more 
expensive than many shops and is something we would prefer not to have to do. 
 
The uniform shop is open daily during term time, from 8.30am to 4.30pm (Monday – Thursday) 
and 8.30am – 4.00pm (Friday) for parents and during both breaks for students. During the Summer 
holiday the Uniform shop opening times are advised below: 
 

Tuesday, 21 August 9.30am to 3.30pm 

Wednesday, 22 August 9.30am to 3.30pm 

Thursday, 23 August 9.30am to 3.30pm 

Tuesday, 28 August 9.30am to 3.30pm 

 
Holidays in Term Time 
I am ever conscious of the upset caused when we have no choice but to decline to authorise 
holidays during term time. The school set this year’s dates some 18 months ago and they match 
exactly the Local Authority published term dates except for one Inset day in February. I have listed 
next year’s terms dates to help you plan your holidays and would point out that the Local Authority’s 
decision to fix the Spring break is somewhat advantagous when you look at holiday prices: 
 
Autumn Term:  Start:  Tuesday 4th September 2018 
   Half-term: Monday 22nd  – Friday 26th October 2018 
   End:  Friday 21st December 2018 
Spring Term:  Start:  Monday 7th January 2019 
   Inset Day: Friday 15th February 2019 
   Half-term: Monday 18th – Friday 22nd  February 2019 
   End:  Friday 29th March 2019 
Summer Term:  Start:  Monday 15th April 2018 
   Easter:  Friday 19th to Monday 22nd April 2019 
   Bank Holiday: Monday 6th May 2019  
   Half-term: Monday 27th May – Friday 31st May  2019 
   End:  Friday 19th July 2019 
 
Holiday from school can only be authorised in exceptional circumstances. This does cause some 
confusion, but it is fair to say that if a holiday has been booked where the parent has the ability to 
book leave during school holidays, or it is to attend an event that is taking place that could have 
been arranged at a different time, it is highly unlikely to be authorised. Holidays that would be 
authorised would include leave of a parent from a deployed unit in the military or other instances 
where a holiday cannot under any circumstances be arranged at a different time, cost is not a 
justifiable reason. If a student does not have a good attendance record e.g. it is not 95% or above, 
it is highly unlikely that a holiday would be authorised in any circumstances. If a student’s 



attendance falls below 90% as a result of a holiday request, the normal procedure would be for the 
school to take formal action eg. a fine. 
 
Upcoming Events 
Though not exhaustive a brief look at some upcoming events should allow parents to plan ahead 
as well as showing  the rich tapestry of different learning and life changing experiences the students 
continue to enjoy here at William Howard. 
 
27th – 28th June Sixth Form Induction Days (current Year 11) 
29th June  Year 11 Prom 
30th June – 1st July Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Qualifying Expedition 
1st – 5th July  Duke of Edinburgh Silver and Gold Expeditions 
2nd July   Year 6 Induction Day 
2nd July  Contemporary Dance Workshop 
3rd July  Transition Sports Day 
4th July  Wimbledon Trip 
4th – 6th July  Taiwan Visit to WHS 
5th July  Year 10 Careers Day 
7th July  Aerial Dance Workshop  
7th – 31st July  Tanzanian Link Visit 
9th – 10th July  Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Expedition 
9th – 12th July  Primary Music Week 
10th July  Sports Day 
11th July  Art and Photography trip to Yorkshire Sculpture Park 
12th July   Primary Music Week Evening Performance 
13th July  Senior Citizens Tea Party 
13th July  Open Spaces Open Evening 
17th – 20th July  Performing Arts London Trip 
18th July  Year 8 Awards Afternoon 
19th July  Year 7 Awards Afternoon 
20th July   Last day of term 
16th August  AS & A Level Results Day 
23rd August   GCSE Results Day 
 
The school is certainly remaining a vibrant and busy place. The Summer Term in many ways being 
the busiest of all. That is what the makes the school such a rewarding place to be and one I hope 
that is enjoyable for students to attend. As always I would like to thank all parents for their support 
and encouragement of the students over this term.    
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Mr Chris McAree 
Headteacher 
cmcaree@williamhoward.cumbria.sch.uk  
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Director of Learning News – Year Group Newsletters 

 
Year 7 Newsletter 
The end of their first year at William Howard School is now in sight for Year 7 students and for 
the majority it has been an extremely successful year. In assemblies, I have recently been 
encouraging students to reflect on their time through Year 7 and consider what has been 
successful and what they would target to improve into Year 8. With their end of year report 
now published this should allow them to look ahead to the challenges of next year. I too am 
looking forward to next year as I plan the induction of the new Year 7 students into school as 
I will remain as Director of Learning for Year 7. Miss Sarah Carruthers, current Year 11 Director 
of Learning, will take on the current Year 7 group as they move into Year 8, working with Mrs 
Wendy McGahan - Student Manager. It has been a fantastic year working with a great group 
of students and I hope they continue to make the most of the opportunities around them. I 
would also like to take the chance to thank Mrs McGahan for her dedicated work with the year 
group providing support to many students throughout the year. Through the last few weeks 
there are still a few key events for students to be aware of. There has been a group of students 
enjoying a trip to France and I look forward to hearing more about their time away. There is 
also Sports Day on Tuesday, 10 July and an end of year achievement assembly on Thursday, 
19 July, where we will celebrate the achievements of students through the year.  
 
Year 8 Newsletter 
It is hard to believe that both the current Year 8’s and I have nearly completed two years here 
at William Howard School: starting on the same day back in September 2016.  The weather 
recently has been lovely, the students have enjoyed the freedom and fresh air of outdoors and 
the atmosphere in both lessons and social areas has seemed positive and purposeful.   
 
Year 8, have now been notified of their creative curriculum choices and are excited about this 
change to their curriculum next year. Presently I am busy tweaking and finalising the year 
group split and sets.  In September, we will move from our current 18 transition forms to nine 
solely Year 9 forms, with a new set of Form Tutors. The changes to the vast majority of 
students should be minimal but some are necessary - further information will follow.  
 
The vast majority of Year 8 are looking very smart and should be proud of their efforts and 
achievements over the course of the year.  In the final week of term, Year 8 will take part in 
an achievement assembly that will celebrate students’ efforts in a number of areas, including 
outstanding attitude and excellence.  I need some performers for the assembly, so if your child 
would like to showcase their talents and abilities, please come and speak to me – we are a 
very talented bunch! 
 
This week we have trialled our new common room in preparation for Year 9.  It has been nice 
to have our own common room space and the art group are busy creating some displays to 
brighten up our new area. 
 
Year 9 Newsletter 
Over half term, Ms Cockburn led a Year 9 trip to Freiberg. It sounds like a fabulous trip and a 
great chance for our students to see a little more of the world. Then at the start of this half 
term, over 100 Year 9 students visited Keswick for a Geography field trip. Although one day 
was delayed by Storm Hector, the visits went smoothly and the students involved gained 
valuable insight into practical field work. As usual with both these events, a huge amount of 
work went into the organisation, so this is a reminder to those who attended to thank staff who 
made them happen. 
 



The Year 9 exams are in full swing and it’s impressive to see how hard the students have 
worked and how well they have coped with sitting exams in the Sports Hall and the 
Performance Hall. These are the venues that will be used when Year 9 sit external exams in 
Year 11. This is a great opportunity to rehearse this experience, so when the time comes 
(Summer 2020) the entire year group will be familiar with the procedures and expectations. 
 
When the exam results come out, they will form only part of the picture about each student’s 
performance in Year 9. Decisions about setting in Year 10 will be made taking all Year 9 
assessments into account. 
 
I know many of you are thinking ahead for next school year.  I need to remind you that before 
you buy new items of uniform, please remember the school uniform policy specifies that school 
trousers must be straight black trousers that are not tight to the leg. No black jeans or black 
canvas trousers of any type. The trousers must not have any rivets/studs in the pockets or 
have showy or decorative zips. 
 
Shoes for school must be plain black and polishable with no coloured logos or coloured 
stitching, trim or soles. Girls’ shoes must be black, flat or with broad heels and should be 
full shoes – not sandals or backless or of a trainer/canvas style. Boys’ shoes must be black 
and not of a trainer/canvas style. Trainers or canvas shoes are not acceptable. Any request 
to wear trainers should be supported by medical evidence – a note from home does not suffice. 
No boots or trainers are to be worn around school. Long, brightly coloured nails are not allowed 
and make up must be subtle. House badges must be worn at all times and we have new 
improved badges in stock for £1.00. 
 
Please be aware, if you have facial piercings or multiple ear piercings done over the Summer 
holidays, you will be asked to remove them when you return to school. 
 
Year 10 Newsletter 
As I sit here, tomorrow is the last day for the Year 11 students.  In just about a year’s time our 
wonderful Year 10 group will be finishing their last exams and looking to the future.  Of course, 
some students will already be happy with their efforts, others may wish they had put more 
effort into the subjects that they have taken. 
 
This term we will have a careers day when we hope to inspire students for the final push so 
that they can all do what they would dream of doing when they finish Key Stage 4.  Some are 
already aware of what they want to do post 16, some are still formulating what they want to 
do and some have not really thought about it.  We hope that the combination of talking to 
people already in a career and the fact that students are now thinking about their work 
placement really helps to focus their ambition.  With that in mind, it is important that the forms 
are completed as soon as possible so we can start processing all the details. 
 
We are also making sure that the students are as prepared as possible for the exams.  The 
‘Mock’ Year 10 exams are designed to help them learn what it feels like to have to sit the 
exams at one time – how to revise, what they can take in with them, where the exams are held 
and what it feels like to go into the hall.  It is also designed so they start to remember their 
candidate number and remembering what their seat number is.  Obviously, it also gives 
students the opportunity to reflect on what they need to change and improve on for Year 
11.  Reports will follow on from these exams. 
 
As ever this year has gone quickly, students have matured, grown and are a step closer to 
reaching their ambitions.  It is a difficult time as well however – they are no longer children but 
are not quite adults and that change, along with the pressure of school and social media is 
very challenging for us all.  I have thoroughly enjoyed working with them this year and look 
forward to them developing further both in maturity and ambition next year. I fully believe that 



this is the best year group in the school and they will go far both as a year group and as 
individuals as well.  Have a restful summer! 
 
Year 11 Newsletter 
I feel saddened that I am writing my final newsletter for Year 11. It has been a challenging 
year but at the same time, such a rewarding one in so many ways. The year group enjoyed a 
great last day on Friday, 15 June, making final memories before they move onto the next 
phase of their lives. I am so proud of them. 
 
We are very much looking forward to the school prom, we hope the night lives up to students’ 
expectations and that everyone has a fantastic time. For your information on GCSE Results 
Day - Thursday, 23 August we will be open from 8.00am – 12.00pm. 
 
I would like to thank you for your continued support over the last few years, it has been greatly 
appreciated. Mrs Wood and I, wish you all a lovely Summer break and all of Year 11 a well-
deserved rest, well, until they start their courses and apprenticeships at least.  
 
Sixth Form Newsletter 

For Year 13, the exams are drawing to a close and the students have done remarkably well 
in applying themselves to achieve very aspirational goals that they have set themselves. They 
deserve a good rest and an opportunity to have a change of focus for a little while, until the 
next stage of their progression kicks in. We wish them every success and look forward to 
seeing them on results day on Thursday, 16 August, when I am sure they will reap just rewards 
for their labours. It is always with a tinge of sadness that we see students ‘fledge’ from school 
and we will always be delighted to maintain contact over the coming years. Ex-students 
provide an extremely valuable resource for current students and I would encourage anyone 
interested in contributing to the development of our young people to keep in contact with 
school and share the benefits of their experience as they progress.  
 
Year 12 are now back in the groove of normality to a degree, following their exams and they 
too have coped admirably with the process - we look forward to sharing their success in 
August. Typically, at this time of year, there are lots of activities on the calendar – from foreign 
trips, to university open days, to participation in enrichment days and sporting pursuits. We 
encourage students to augment their studies with as many diverse activities as they can whilst 
keeping a close eye on their school work. This requires a step up in terms of organisation and 
communication, but there will be no period of time quite like it in terms of opportunity, so we 
would encourage everyone to be actively seeking to use this period to supplement what they 
have done thus far.  
 
The process of applying for the stage of progression beyond school has well and truly started 
and through PD and tutor periods we are encouraging students to make some inroads into the 
research that they should be doing to make the best possible informed choices for life after 
school. Whether it be applying to university, college, apprenticeships, employment or gap 
years, we have a programme that will support them in getting that crucial early work done 
which can then be refined early next term before ultimately having some firm plans and 
applications before the end of the Autumn term. However, whilst we are here to support and 
advise, the majority of the ‘spadework’ will need to be done by the students and we already 
have a number of students who have attended multiple Open Days and Summer Schools. The 
key message is to get onto these things now before the moment has passed. 
 


